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Abstract. This work explores full registration of scenes in a large area purely
based images for city indexing and visualization. Ground-based images
including route panoramas, scene tunnels, panoramic views, and spherical
views are acquired in the area and are associated with geospatial information. In
this paper, we plan distributed locations and paths in the urban area based on
the visibility, image properties, image coverage, and scene importance for
image acquisition. The criterion is to use a small number of images to cover as
large scenes as possible. LIDAR data are used in this view evaluation and real
data are acquired accordingly. The extended images realize a compact and
complete visual data archiving, which will enhance the perception of spatial
relations of scenes.
Keywords: Multimedia, panoramas, visibility, urban space, LIDAR data,
model based vision, heritage.

1 Introduction
This work explores a framework to represent spaces with images. With densely taken
images in a space, one can establish a complete database for scene access. This image
registration task is required at excavation sites, museums, markets, real estate
property, heritage districts, and large urban areas. Moreover, a full archive of scenes
will allow navigation, location finding, guidance, crisis preparing, etc.
Employing 3D models, either manually constructed or automatically extracted
from LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) data, have been a long-standing trend in
showcasing an urban area [6]. The process is usually laborious particularly in the
model construction and texture mapping. To obtain higher resolutions and more
proper viewing angles than overhead images (satellite or aerial) and map, we
emphasize ground-based-views in this work. Although video clips can capture
walkthrough views continuously [12], they have not been extended to large areas
because of the vast data size. Mosaicing translating images is also difficult because of
the disparity inconsistencies from the depth variations [8]. A multi-perspective image
has been composed only for scenes close to a planar surface [1]. On the other hand,
the slit scanning approaches including push-bloom [14] and X-slit [9][16] have been
implemented to create route panorama in order to avoid inter-frame matching, depth
estimation, morphing and interpolation.
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Our work in this paper aims at a ground-based image database representing largescale spaces. The goals to achieve are: (1) Less images for rich spatial information,
and (2) Pervasive view archive of an environment. Taking images at every location in
a large area can be very inefficient due to data redundancy, and sometimes
impossible. We plan viewpoints to cover as large spaces as possible to achieve data
reduction. The view significance is evaluated according to the scene visibility and
distribution. The sparse viewpoints and paths are then planned for acquiring
cityscapes using route panoramas [14], scene tunnels [15][20], panoramic view,
spherical views [4][5][11] and traditional digital images. As these images are compact
in data size, as well as complete and continuous in the scene coverage, we can enlarge
the area to model significantly.
In the following sections, we propose a view significance measure using LIDAR
data in Section 2, for various types of spaces. Section 3 describes view selection
approaches based on the viewpoint evaluations, followed with a real process of view
acquisition to form an image based virtual environment.

2 Ground-Based Views and View Significance
2.1 Views Categorization According to Virtual Actions
In archiving a space at a city level, the image storage and transmission demand a
scene selection scheme to cover more scenes with less data. Taking images at every
viewpoint in a space is not necessary. Extended from normal digital images, we use
local panoramas, route panoramas, and object panoramas to cover sites, paths and
architectures, respectively. In a real environment, a visitor takes different actions in
spaces such as looking around, walking, and examining things from various
directions. It is preferable that our images are categorized according to these actions.
In addition, a map view (or satellite image) can provide global locations. Figure 1
shows a diagram to register an area with these images. All these views can be
classified more formally as follows:
A local panorama V(0) is taken from a single viewpoint outward with an FOV
possibly up to 360 degree in orientations. Examples include wide/fish-eye images,
panoramic/spherical images, which employ perspective, central, cylindrical, and
spherical projections respectively.
A route panorama V(1) is a long image along a straight or mildly curved path for
representing positions. Examples include slit-scanning route panoramas and scene
tunnels, which employ parallel-perspective and parallel-central projections. Multiperspective projection (mosaicing multiple images on a path) can also be used if
scenes are close to an equal-depth [1].
An object panorama V(2) is a set of inward images taken around an object or
building (also called object movie and similar to aspect views). They are useful in
showing all building facades or full appearances of an object.
Now, it is necessary to investigate where these views should be located first in a
large urban area if we cannot take images everywhere, i.e., how to cover large areas
pervasively with a limited number of ground-based images. We use Airborne LIDAR
data as an elevation map for view prediction. LIDAR is an optical remote sensing
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 1. A visualization model of urban area. Real scenes are projected towards a grid of paths
and positions. (a) Image framework containing V(0), V(1), and V(2). (b) An object panorama V(2),
(c) A section of route panorama V(1).

technology that measures properties of scattered light to find range and intensity of a
remote target. The resolution of airborne LIDAR data with height and texture
measured by laser scanning can be as fine as half meter per dot.
2.2 Viewpoint Evaluation Based on Visibility
To take images in a large space, we have to plan the camera positions. We propose a
view significance estimation based on how much of 3D surfaces an image can cover.
This view significance can be measured in an urban area using LIDAR data or be
examined on typical structure layouts. Our main interest is on walkthrough views
taken roughly at eye-level; compared to an overhead image, ground-based-images
capture more vertical surfaces and details.
Intuitively, a view with large portions as horizon is not as visually significant as a
view full of objects in conveying spatial information. Similarly, a view with a large
sight from an overlook is more significant than a view from a narrow valley of
buildings in telling global locations. Figure 2 illustrates an idea to compute the view
significance from a view shed that is a view-covered region on 3D surfaces. Let
P(X,Y,Z) denote a position in the space and a ray from P is defined by n(φ,ϕ), in
orientation φ∈[0, 2π] and azimuth angle ϕ∈[-π/2, π/2]. If the ray hits a surface point
at distance D(ϕ, φ), a sign function λ(φ, ϕ) takes value 1 and otherwise 0. The visible
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surfaces from P thus form a view shed. We define view significance σ(P) to be the
area of the view shed (∑λ), which is calculated by
σ (P) =

D (φ , ϕ )

∫∫ w λ (φ , ϕ ) D (φ , ϕ ) + D

φ ,ϕ

d φd ϕ

(1)

0

where w is a weight of importance assigned on each surface, and D0 is a large
constant (e.g., 100m). The denominator of Eq. 1 counts for the image quality
degradation on distant scenes due to atmospheric haze. It avoids a close-to-infinity
scene to be integrated largely into σ(P). The weight w, assigned building-wise in a
space, takes a uniform value in this paper to show the influence from the geometric
layout only, unless some important façades or landmarks need emphasis particularly.

View shed
View volume
P

Fig. 2. Computing view significances from the view shed at a viewpoint for V(0)

We calculate a continuous distribution of σ(P) using an elevation map H(X,Z). For
an urban area, LIDAR data are reduced in resolution to a hole-less map first. At each
small grid region (e.g., 1∼5m2) in the LIDAR data, non-zero elevation points are
median-filtered to yield an integer value in discrete metrics H(X,Z) (Fig. 4a). Second,
all reachable points P(X,Y,Z) at eye-level are marked (if Y>0). Third, we compute
lines of sight in all discrete orientations originating from every viewpoint P(X,Y,Z).
Each line is stretched out until it hits an obstacle, where the front tip of the line,
Pl(Xl,Yl,Zl), satisfies Yl<H(Xl,Zl) for the first time. The distance is thus determined, and
a viewpoint can have a depth map (Fig. 4b). The view significance is then obtained
from it using Eq. 1. Figure 3 shows the view significance maps evaluated for several
outdoor structures. In general, σ(P) is high at a wide site surrounded with rich scenes.
Open spaces are more significant in locating spherical images than narrow passes.

Fig. 3. Typical spatial structures and distributions of the view significances with spherical
views. A crossing, square, square with roads, and two connected yards are enclosed with walls.
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Figure 4 shows a city area with buildings of different heights. Three spherical views
in Fig. 4a are evaluated in depth (Fig. 4b). The σ(P) of entire reachable space are
calculated with D0=100m in Fig. 4c, d. According to σ(P) evaluated for spherical views
[11], the positions marked in red and yellow at a round square and an open crossing in
Fig. 4a are more significant than the third position marked in green in a parking lot. This
can be confirmed in Fig. 4b where a large sky appears in Fig. 4(b.3) and the high
buildings at distance degrade in the significance estimation. For cylindrical panoramas
[4] (limited FOV at ϕ∈[-45°,45°]), the distribution of σ(P) is shown Fig. 4d. The
significance value is lower at positions close to high rises than at positions farther away
now because the close positions miss high surfaces on buildings.

(a)

(b.1)

(b.2)

(c)

(b.3)

(d)

Fig. 4. View significance evaluations at all positions in an area. (a) LIDAR elevation map with the
intensity representing height. (b.1)(b.2)(b.3) 360°×180° spherical depths at three positions marked
in (a). FOVs of cylindrical projection are in dashed frames. (c) Reachable positions and their view
significances in gray levels. (d) View significance evaluated with cylindrical panoramas.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 5. Depth map from LIDAR data and corresponding views. (a) The mechanism to scan a
scene tunnel. (b) Depths along a camera path calculated from LIDAR data (intensity inversely
proportional to depth). Vertical axis indicates azimuth angle of rays and the horizontal axis
indicates the route distance. (c) Blocks of scene tunnel taken along the real street.

2.3 View Significance Evaluation for Paths and Buildings
The view significance can also be defined for a route panorama and object panorama
similarly. Figure 2b depicts the geometry in getting a scene tunnel when a camera
facing sideways on a vehicle moves along a street [15]. Denote a ray by n(ϕ) in the
Plane of Scanning (PoS) at position l on the path (Fig. 5a). A surface point at distance
D(l,ϕ) is projected to the scene tunnel. The view significance is measured at the
position is defined as
σ ( P(l )) = ∫ wλ (l , ϕ )
ϕ

D (l , ϕ )
dϕ
D(l , ϕ ) + D0

(2)

where ϕ∈[-π/2, π/2] is the azimuth angle of the ray. The significance of an entire
street is
σ (L) =

∫ σ ( P ( l )) dl
L

L

(3)

where L is the street length. Figure 5 shows the depth map D(l,ϕ) visible from a street.
It is predicted using LIDAR data and the half-side scene tunnel along the real street is
displayed for comparison as well. The σ(L) is high in this section. On the contrary, we
can predict that very open streets such as highways at suburb may be insignificant for
their monotonic scenes and large sky area.
An architecture can displayed with its object panoramas V(2), i.e., side views
adjacent to each other. Here, the object panorama does not strictly fall into the
definition of aspect views that are divided according to object surfaces. In evaluating
significant viewpoints for buildings or landmarks, visibility is more meaningful than
the shooting distance because distance can be compensated by using different lenses.
We define view significance σ(P,B) at a surrounding point P for watching B by
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∫∫ w λ

φ ,ϕ

2

(φ , ϕ )

D (φ , ϕ )
d φd ϕ
D (φ , ϕ ) + D 0
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where λ2(φ,ϕ) is 1 if a ray reaches building B from P and 0 otherwise. As an example,
we use a convex block, a building complex, and scattered towers in Fig. 6a to
calculate their view significance distributions in Fig. 6b,c. The block in Fig. 6a can be
captured with a normal lens (Fig 6b.1), while the scattered architecture group is
suitable to be captured in a wide image from a point at the central area (Fig. 6b.3). In
general, the view significance is continuous in the reachable area of H(X,Z) and
decreases as the viewing distance gets farther away. The significance value also tends
to be higher in an orientation from which multiple facades become visible, and drops
to zero when the target is occluded completely. Moreover, the smaller the vertical
field of view of a camera, the farther the significant viewpoints tend to be, as we
compare individual pairs in Fig. 6b and 6c. In real situation, many buildings are
aligned in street blocks, which is simpler to be captured in V(1) images.

(a)

(b.1)

(c.1)

(b.2)

(c.2)

(b.3)

(c.3)

Fig. 6. View significances of buildings displayed in levels. (a) Elevation map of three groups of
architecture. (b.1)(b.2)(b.3) distributions of view significances in (a) when a cylindrical
panorama (vertical FOV is 90°) is used. (c.1)(c.2)(c.3) as references, the view significances are
counted with spherical views for each building group again.

3 View Selections and Pervasive Image Acquisition
3.1 Street View Acquisition from a Moving Vehicle
We start with the scanning of route panoramas V(1) because imaging from a moving
vehicle is the most efficient way to obtain cityscapes. Route panoramas and scene tunnels
are typically planned along streets with rich scenes (σ(L) is high). The route panoramas
are scanned continuously with a pixel line in the video frame. This slit scanning method
is much more efficient in capturing translating scenes with depth changes than most
mosaicing methods that need to merge discrete images at consecutive positions, because
it avoids image correspondence, depth estimation, and image integration.
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According to the simulated depth map along a street, we select a lens up to 180
degree FOV for a street. The lens scope may exclude tops of some high rises if other
parts of the street are low architectures in average. The route panoramas also have
some deformations. Because of the employed parallel-perspective projection in
composing a long image, the aspect ratios of objects at different depths from the path
are not constant in the route panorama. The aspect ratio can be adjusted well at one
depth but is hard to satisfy other depths. At an adjusted depth, scenes are exposed to
the route panorama sharply, while beyond the depth the stationary blur [10] appears
along horizontal direction in the route panorama. Therefore, we select a sampling rate
and vehicle speed after the camera lens is determined from the height coverage of side
scenes. If we denote the curvature of the path by κ, the depth of scene by z, the
vehicle speed by v, the angle of the plane of sight with respect to the motion vector by
α, and the focal length by f, the blurring rate from the original image (It/Ix) can be
calculated as
⎛1
Il
κ ⎞
= fv⎜⎜ − 2 ⎟⎟
Ix
z
sin
α⎠
⎝

(5)

where It and Ix are contrast in the route panorama and video image respectively. The
detailed proof is in [21]. Setting the ratio to be 1, we can inversely obtain v from
known κ, α, f and average z. This will reduce the distortion of aspect ratio as well as
the stationary blur on major scenes. On the other hand, we can also keep the vehicle
velocity as constant as possible and normalize the length of route panorama/scene
tunnel according to GPS output or satellite images.
3.2 Placing Local Panoramas in Urban Area
After route panoramas V(1) cover major streets, we place a number of local panoramas
V(0) in the urban area. There are various strategies of viewpoint selection. For
representing larger 3D surfaces, we plan V(0) at peaks of σ(P) distribution. A
viewpoint close to a selected peak may share a large portion of scenes with the peak.
Therefore, we avoid local maxima of σ(P) in the same hill with a selected peak.
As an automatic procedure, we decrease a threshold level gradually over the σ(P)
distribution in Fig. 4d, in order to locate peaks and island regions, E(level)={Pe
|σ(Pe)≥level}. Assuming two viewpoints should not be closer than a predefined
distance r, we select an emerging local maximum of σ(P) as a viewpoint if it is not
closer to any island region than r. We locate those peaks in σ(P) for panoramic view
in order according to the following algorithm.
Set E to be an empty set
For level decreasing from max(σ) to min(σ)
For every point P∈H(X,Z) satisfying σ(P)≥level and P∉E
If P is a peak and is father away from E than r
then
select P as a viewpoint;
// Mark P as a point in E
Add point P to E;

This algorithm selects peaks of σ(P) on major hills and ignores local maxima on
the examined hills of the view significance distribution. Figure 7 gives an output of
the algorithm for placing local panoramas. After selecting viewpoints, images are
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Fig. 7. Planned positions in white spots are plotted for local panoramas in the elevation map of
the area

taken with digital cameras [17] and spherical views are taken with a fish-eye lens if
necessary. In real cases, the camera positions have to be deviated from the planned
ones due to busy traffics. Also, V(0) images here are more suitable to represent spatial
layouts rather than symbolic scenes with cultural and sightseeing values. Additional
V(2) images can always be taken to emphasize meaningful scenes.
3.3 Locating Images Around Objects
Now, we locate multiple discrete images around buildings of interest to generate an
image group namely object panorama (in QTVR). After the calculation of σ(P,B) for
a building or building block, picking viewpoints manually at positions with high
σ(P,B) values is feasible. Alternatively, we can also calculate viewpoints
automatically. First, the center of heights, P0(X0, Z0), of a building is obtained from
H(X,Z) as
(X 0 , Z 0 ) = ∑ ( X , Z ) H ( X , Z )
P∈ B ( 2 )

∑ H (X ,Z )

P∈ B ( 2 )

(6)

In each orientation φ around P0, we find a distance d(φ) where the viewpoint has the
highest significance, i.e.,
d (φ ) = arg max σ (P ,
d

B)

(7)

which results in a closed curve surrounding B. We then select several orientations φ1,
φ2, φ3, ... on the curve which local maxima of σ(P,B) to imaging B inward. The
images can be dense to share partial views (or facades) so that the orientations are
more conceivable through images. Various lenses can be used for these images as
long as scenes are located in the frame properly.
Beside above three types of images, discrete images can always be taken at spots
of interest or partial scenes on the buildings to highlight details.
We did experiments at an urban area of 1.6×1 km2, which includes 50 panoramic
images, 34 route panoramas of both sides and 44 buildings. The image has been
normalized to a fixed height for display and the lengths are proportional to their real
lengths [22].
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4 Conclusion
This work creates a framework to pervasively record scenes in a large-scale area for
image archive and visualization. The compact nature of the employed images has
significantly enlarged the scale of cityscape modeling. We proposed an evaluation of
viewpoints, namely view significance, according to the visibility and effective image
coverage of cityscapes. Based on the significance distribution estimated from LIDAR
data, we precisely located different types of images so that they can include as many
scenes as possible but avoid data redundancy. The visual data can be displayed in a
web and loaded further to portable navigation devices for on-site urban area guidance.
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